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ATTENTION MANAGER FOLLOWING IS SPECIAL
UNITED PRESS NEWS REPORT FOR PASSENGERS ABOARD STRATOCRUISER FLIGHT
ENROUTE BUENOS AIRES DUE 915 PM YOUR TIME STOP WE WILL SEND ADDITIONAL
BRIEF LATEST REPORTS TO GO AHEAD OF FOLLOWING IN ABOUT ONE HOUR STOP
APPRECIATE YOUR CONFIRMATION ALL RECEIVED OKAY PARAGRAPH SPECIAL LATE
UNITED PRESS NEWS REPORT STOP THE NAUSE THE GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCED THE
NETHERLANDS HAS DECIDED TO HELP SOUTH KOREA REPLENISH COMMUNIST INVADERB
AND MIGHT SEND NAVAL UNITS FROM INDONESIA TO THAT AREA PARAGRAPH NEW YORK
STOCK MARKET CLOSED AT NEW LOW LEVEL SINCE MID FEBRUARY IN ACTIVE TRADING
STOP NET LOSSES WERE WIDEST IN HIGH PRICED ISSUES WHICH LOST TWO TO NINE
POINTS STOP AMERICAN TELEPHONE LOST THREE AT 150 GENERAL MOTORS 4 L/8 AT
85 1/2 STAND OIL OF NEW JERSEY TWO AT 72 4 S SKEL OFF 1 5/8 AT 32
-DUPONT 1 5/4 1/8 25 1/2 72 1 5/8 32 1 1/2 AT 73 1/2 GENERAL ELECTRIC
2 1/4 AT 44 8/4 PARAGRAPH LONDON CHINESE COMMUNIST RADIO BROADCAST TODAY
REPORTED THAT COMMUNIST CHINAS FOREIGN MINISTER CHOUEN LAI HAD TERNED M.
PRESIDENT TRUMANS ORDER TO THE SEVENTH FLEET TO PROTECT FORMOSA QUOTE
ARMED AGGRESSION AGAINST THE TERRITORY OF CHINA UNQUOTE PARAGRAPH
WASHINGTON SENATE MEMBERS OF THE JOINT ATOMIC COMMITTEE VOTED FIVE TO FOUR
AGAINST RENOMINATION OF SUMNER PIKE TO FOUR YEAR TERM ON ATOMIC ENERGY
COMMISSION PARAGRAPH BERLIN MAYOR ERNST REUTER OF WEST BERLIN ANNOUNCED
RUSSIANS SERVED NOTICE THAT BEGINING TOMORROW THEY NO LONGER WILL PROVIDE
ELECTRIC POWER TO AMERICAN BRITISH AND FRENCH SECTORS OF CITY STOP ONE
GERMAN OFFICIAL SAID INDEPENDENT PLANT WOULD MEET SECTORS ESSENTIAL NEEDS RMA
PARAGRAPH WASHINGTON SENATE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE VOTED DLRS 100,000,000
IN NEW ECONOMIC AID FOR SOUTHERN KOREA STOP EARLIER COMMITTEE VOTED DLRS
2,727,000,000 FOR THIRD YEAR MARSHALL PLAN FUNDS IN WESTERN EUROPE WHICH
DLRS 208,000,000 LESS THAN ECA CHIEF PAUL HOFFMAN REQUESTED PARAGRAPH
TOKYO AMERICAN AUTHORITIES SAID THEY FOUND NO REPELT NO EVIDENCE
WHATEVER TO INDICATE RUSSIAN AIRMEN PARTICIPATING KOREAN FIGHTING PARAGRAPH
WASHINGTON JOHN FOSTER DULLES RETURNED FROM TOKYO PARAGRAPH WASHINGTON
THREE FEDERAL JUDGES CONVICTED EIGHT HOLLYWOOD PERSONALITIES OF CONTEMPT
BECAUSE THEY REFUSED TELL HOUSE OF UNAMERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE WHETHER
THEY WERE COMMUNIST STOP SENTENCED ALBERT MALTZ ALV AH BESSIE RING LARDNER
JUNIOR LESTER GOLF ONE YEAR JAIL EACH FINED DLRS 1,000 STOP HERBERT BIBERMAN
AND EDWARD DMYTRYX SENTENCED SIX MONTHS EACH FINED DLRS 1,000 EACH STOP
SENTENCING SAMUEL ORTIZ SCOTT POSTPONED PARAGRAPH LAME SUCCESS INDIA
ANNOUNCED IT WOULD SUPPORT UNISTATES SPONSORED RESOLUTION FOR SANCTIONS
AGAINST KOREA PARAGRAPH TOKYO COMMUNIST NORTHKOREAN RADIO CLAIMED 27
AMERICAN BOMBERS ATTACKED PYONGYANG CAPITAL NORTH KOREA WEDNESDAY MORE COMING
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